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inaccessibility on top of a hill, and the failure of a spring making the water
supply precarious, Hanenhall School has fallen on bad days, there being only
about a quarter of the number of boys it could accommodate. But '* S trick,"
the captain, determines to make things hum. How he does it, so that three
hundred new boys are expected by the next term is a very interesting story.
BOYS OF THE MYSTERY SCHOOL.—A story full of thrills and
containing a particularly intriguing mystery. There is also a feud with a
neighbouring school, in which our triends of the Mystery School come off best,
and fine descriptions of football and cricket games. A very good story for
boys.
THE SPORTING FIFTH AT RIPLEY'S.—A rattling schoolboy story,
with some delightiul youngsters, the inevitable mischiei maker, and fine
descriptions of battles on the playing fields. ... A book to engross the
attention of all sports-loving schoolboys.
THE FELLOWS AT TEN TREES SCHOOL.—Nearly everybody
resented "Jig" being a member of the School. The decent boys ignored hirn
and the bullies made his life there a misery. But, in the end, his pluck and
patience and steady endurance won him the respect of masters and boys alike.
G.   FORSYTH   GRANT
THE BOYS OF PENROHN.—The school life and adventures at Penrohn
School of two brothers, Atholl, the sensitive and shy, and Dickie, the
winning and attractive.—The boys enter school under a cloud of sorrow,
which is intensified for Atholl by happenings to his brother. Further trouble
for Atholl results from the fact that he is suspected of a deception of which
he is innocent. Soon, however, the facts come to light and we leave Atholl
happy and popular at Penrohn School.
BURKE'S CHUM.—The adventures at Thistleton School of Burke and his
chum, Percival, told in a lively manner. The story is full of adventurous
doing and thrilling exploits. The author understands boys, and gives them
the kind of stuff they like.
THE BERESFORD BOYS.—Wilmot, of Beresford School, is accused of
breaking school regulations, and his stubborn assertions of innocence only
serve to harden opposition. In a fit of temper he destroys the manuscript
of a book his headmaster is writing, and he is cut by everyone. After an
obstinate time, however, he regrets his action, has an opportunity of helping
his master save his new book from fire, disports himself generally like a
hero, and clears his character entirely.
J.   PERCY   GROVES
CHARMOUTH GRANGE.—Phillip Ruddockwas a truly villainous villain.
He caused his old kinsman to be poisoned, and tried his best to do away with
the young heir so that he himself might own Charmouth Grange. But young

